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Editor’s Corner
Now everyone wants an exhibition…..
Irish woodturners are receiving more deserved attention
this month with both Emmet Kane and Liam Flynn opening
exhibitions in Dublin.
Emmet Kane opened his retrospective exhibition in the
National Museum in Collins Barracks last week which runs
until the 31st of July. For more details on the exhibition
check out the Irish Woodturners Guild website and the
national museums website.
Liam Flynn is featured in the latest edition of Irish Arts
Review and also opens his exhibition in the Oliver Sears
Gallery in 29 Molesworth Street, Dublin 2. “Spin” opens on
the 9th of April and runs until the 14th of May.
The two exhibitions might be up in “the big smoke” but if
you happen to be visiting in the next few weeks, they might
be a nice distraction.
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March Challenge Piece Winners
“Presentation Piece”
1st Kevin Walsh

2nd John Glynn
2d Seán Winterlich
3rd Martin Lodge

4th Paul Murphy
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February Workshop with Brian Callan
Brian’s workshop was to demonstrate how to
make an unusual lamp and candle holders by
very clever use of the band saw and a little
woodturning.

threading the cable through).
Now for the piece we all came to see the
woodturning , (this step is not absolutely necessary but helps a little with the finished appearance
and Brian wanted to shake the cobwebs off his
lathe) Brian mounted the piece between centres
using two sacrificial pieces of plywood hot melt
glued on the ends to protect the piece and prevent it from being praised apart, he rounded off
both ends, one end to fit into a hole that would be
He started with four pieces of 20-25mm square
drilled in the base, the other end to suit the light
planed all round timber approx 400mm long (two fitting that would be used. The piece was then
pieces being of a contrasting colour to the others), sanded with the round end of the belt sander and
these were glued together in pairs and then each the bobbin sander.
pair glued together. Brian uses “titebond 2” glue
because of it’s fast drying time, he points out that
if this glue is used the pieces need to be clamped
together whereas if the ordinary white glue is
used this would not be necessary. Once the glue
has dried the long external corners are then
chamfered, when the piece have been cut and the
four chamfers are back to back this will form the
hole for the electric cable cleverly eliminating the
need for any long hole drilling. The curve to be cut
is marked out on one side using a stencil and
carbon paper then the stencil is flipped through
90° and the adjacent side marked and then over
to the band saw where the piece is sawn along
one of the curved lines keeping approx 2mm clear Following this we adjourned to the house for
of the chamfers. The two pieces are then taped
some (lots) of Edel’s refreshments and confectogether and sawn along the curve on the adjationaries and the usual banter amongst the memcent side, the tape is then removed and we end
bers.
up with four squiggly pieces of timber. These four
pieces are then glued and clamped together with
the four chamfers facing each other (chamfers to
be kept clear of glue which would cause difficulty
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Next up was to get the base for the lamp ready,
for this he again used the same 2 types of timber
approx 15mm thick and cut these on the band
saw using a jig he had made.

For an encore Brian showed us how to “turn” unusual shaped candle holders, for these he uses
square stock (various lengths to suit different sizes). These were marked out from a template, cut
on the band saw taped together turned through
90° and cut again leaving a textured candle holder that could be finished as it was or sanded down
and the finished.

These were sanded and glued together, then a
hole (diameter to suit spigot created on stand)
was drilled through the top piece and half way
through the bottom. A smaller hole to suit the cable was then drilled through the bottom to meet
with the larger hole in the base and the cable was
fed through the base and up through the standard. Standard and base are then glued together
and the electrical fittings attached and voila a
beautiful and unusual table lamp had been created that everybody will be asking “how the heck
did you turn that” Now we know!!

One difference in the
two projects that Brian
pointed out was in the
lamp all the wood was
used with no waste,
whereas the candle
holder created a certain
amount of waste. Brian
said he hates wasting
wood at which point
Martin Lodge became
inconsolable but we got
him calmed down shortly afterwards.

To conclude the evening Brian showed us some
of the hand carving on a couple of his harps
carved by a friend and words cannot describe the
craftsmanship involved, I can honestly say that
everyone was lost for words. Brian closed the
evening with a tune on the harp which is now becoming the norm at his workshops.
Our thanks to Brian (and Edel for the goodies) for
another entertaining, informative and most enjoyable evening.
.
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Chapter Calendar 2015
Date

Event

Reporter

January 8th

Chapter Meeting: Maldron Hotel, 8.00pm

January 10th

Workshop: Peter Fahy

February 9th

Dreaming Vessels Exhibition Opening

February 19th

Workshop: Brian Callan

March 5th

Chapter Meeting: Maldron Hotel, 8.00pm

March 26th

Workshop: Seán G Clancy

April 2nd

Chapter Meeting: Maldron Hotel, 8.00pm

April 16th

Workshop: Niall O'Sullivan

May 2nd

Dismantle Exhibition NUIG

May 7th

Chapter Meeting: Maldron Hotel, 8.00pm

May 21st

Workshop: Martin Lodge

Seán G Clancy

June 6th

Glen Lucas

Volunteer Required

John Glynn

Martin Lodge

Kevin G Walsh

July
August
September 3rd
th

Chapter Meeting: Maldron Hotel, 8.00pm

September 17

Workshop: Kevin G Walsh

October 1st

Chapter Meeting: Maldron Hotel, 8.00pm

October 15th

Workshop: Colin Becker

November 5th

Chapter Meeting: Maldron Hotel, 8.00pm

th

November 19

Workshop: Volunteer Required

December 3rd Chapter Meeting: Maldron Hotel, 8.00pm

April 2015 Challenge

“Burnt or Scorched Item”

Colin Becker

Volunteer Required

Volunteer Required

